Screencastify is a Chrome extension that allow the recording of one’s screen, whether it be a specific
tab, the entire desktop, or the webcam video. The Screencastify Google Extension has been pushed to
all teachers’ Google accounts.
Screencastify’s free version only allows up to 5-minute videos to be produced.
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Between now and
, Screencastify is allowing teachers to use the
version, which allows for unlimited recording with more editing features. However, teachers must
initiate the version themselves by using the code below.
To activate Screencastify Unlimited access, follow these instructions:
• Visit this page and click "Redeem coupon" (under the Next Billing Date)
•
•

CAST_COVID

Enter code
Click "Activate License" (no credit card required). Ignore the Next Billing Date - that will be
incorrect

Here's a quick video that demonstrates these steps.

A collection of everything you'll need to get the most out of Screencastify.

A step-by-step blog post made just for educators. We'll cover everything you need to know in order to
record, edit and share a Screencastify video.
Read the guide >

Learn the basics of Screencastify and some popular ways to screencast in the classroom with this free 1hour video course taught by Matt Miller.
View course >

This eBook is the ultimate teacher's guide to Screencastify, featuring ideas from leading educators
including Matt Miller, Vicki Davis, Eric Curts and many more.
Free download >

Learn how to marry Screencastify with Google Apps as you plan and execute a lesson in this free 45minute certification course taught by Alice Keeler.
View course >

Our newest eBook is packed with creative ways to use Screencastify with GSuite for Education, and
features ideas from Alice Keeler, Kasey Bell, Matt Miller, and many more!
Free download >

Screencast superfast by memorizing some of our keyboard shortcuts. Before you know it, you'll be
starting, annotating, and stopping recordings without touching your mouse!
Show me the shortcuts >

